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Abstract
Spoken language ‘grammatical error correction’ (GEC) is
an important mechanism to help learners of a foreign language,
here English, improve their spoken grammar. GEC is challeng-
ing for non-native spoken language due to interruptions from
disfluent speech events such as repetitions and false starts and
issues in strictly defining what is acceptable in spoken language.
Furthermore there is little labelled data to train models. One
way to mitigate the impact of speech events is to use a disflu-
ency detection (DD) model. Removing the detected disfluencies
converts the speech transcript to be closer to written language,
which has significantly more labelled training data. This paper
considers two types of approaches to leveraging DD models to
boost spoken GEC performance. One is sequential, a separately
trained DD model acts as a pre-processing module providing a
more structured input to the GEC model. The second approach
is to train DD and GEC models in an end-to-end fashion, simul-
taneously optimising both modules. Embeddings enable end-
to-end models to have a richer information flow. Experimen-
tal results show that DD effectively regulates GEC input; end-
to-end training works well when fine-tuned on limited labelled
in-domain data; and improving DD by incorporating acoustic
information helps improve spoken GEC.
Index Terms: grammatical error correction, disfluency detec-
tion
1. Introduction
The problem of automatic assessment of second language ac-
quisition has been wildly studied in computer-assisted lan-
guage learning (CALL). Among others, grammatical construc-
tion is one of the key aspects of assessing learner English,
and GEC has attracted considerable interest over the past few
years [1, 2, 3]. Phrase-based statistical machine translation
(SMT) [4, 5], and more recently neural machine translation
(NMT) models [6, 7, 8] have both achieved high performance
in GEC. Previous work has mostly been focusing on correcting
errors in written text. With spoken communication skills play-
ing a big part in language acquisition, it is also important to give
feedback to learners on their use of spoken grammar. Despite
the fact that no strict rules are followed in free speaking, there
are nonetheless phrases that a native speaker is highly unlikely
to say, and feedback on these ‘grammatical errors’ helps learn-
ers to reflect on their spoken language.
Text-based GEC does not generalise well to speech tran-
scripts. Spontaneous speech often comes with speech events,
such as repetitions and false starts [9]. They interrupt the speech
flow, complicate the grammatical structure and thus disrupt the
error correction process. With little labelled speech data, direct
training is not feasible. Previous work in low resource scenarios
uses synthetic techniques to generate artificial data [10, 11], the
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quality of which largely depends on hand-crafted rules or previ-
ously trained models. In contrast, utilising a DD model as a pre-
processing module mitigates the impact of disfluencies without
additional complications in synthesis. By removing interrupted
regions, DD regulates speech transcripts to become more text-
like, and allows use of labelled text data in GEC training. Pars-
ing based methods [12], sequence tagging models with hand-
crafted features [13] as well as modified sequence-to-sequence
models [14] are proved effective in tackling DD.
This paper extends previous work on modular DD pre-
processing [15] to explore more options for leveraging DD
models to help improve spoken GEC. The aim is to convert non-
native disfluent speech into native-like fluent English. Readily
available corpora allows DD training on native spoken English,
and GEC training on learner written text. Under the constraint
of domain mismatch, two types of approaches are considered.
One is sequential, where DD and GEC are separately trained in
their respective domain, and consecutively handles disfluencies
and grammatical errors. Having two stand-alone modules, the
cascaded structure effectively avoids interference arising from
different training objectives, yet it suffers from error propaga-
tion as are most cascaded structures. The second approach is
to train DD and GEC in an end-to-end fashion. While reserv-
ing a sequential structure, the end-to-end model allows gradi-
ents to back propagate through module connection and simulta-
neously optimising both modules. Compromising between the
two objectives might yield a sub-optimal solution, yet end-to-
end models surpass cascaded structures in reducing error prop-
agation, and its flexibility in use of embedding connection also
allows a richer information flow. To further apply spoken GEC
on transcriptions generated through automatic speech recogni-
tion (ASR), acoustic information is incorporated into DD. Two
types of attention mechanism are used to align transcripts with
relevant speech segments. One uses local attention with word-
level timestamps; and the other uses global pyramid attention
pre-trained with end-to-end speech recognition Listen, Attend
and Spell (LAS) [16]. Our contributions in this paper are: 1.
we investigate different models for improved spoken GEC; con-
firm DD is an effective method of regulating speech transcripts;
2. we fine-tune systems on limited in-domain data, and discover
that embeddings in end-to-end systems allow better adaptation
to the target domain; 3. we propose to incorporate attention over
acoustics into sequence tagging DD, and report positive impact
on both manual and ASR transcriptions.
2. Network Structures
Spoken GEC converts learner speech into native text through
disfluency removal followed by grammar correction. Four do-
mains are involved in this task, namely: native speech ns1:M ,
native text nt1:Q, learner speech l
s
1:K and learner text l
t
1:P . The
available parallel data allows training for native speech DD
{ns → nt}, and text-based GEC {lt → nt}. Yet spoken GEC
operates between the unseen pair {ls, nt} which often requires
sequential processing {ls → lt → nt}. Different model struc-
tures are investigated for this unseen task.
(a) seqt DD + GEC
(b) s2s DD + GEC
Figure 1: Overview of cascade and E2E structures with two DD
types. Purple blocks represent module connections.
Baseline The baseline is a text-based GEC, i.e. a vanilla NMT
model trained on the learner-native text pairs {lt1:P → nt1:Q}.
Here a standard LSTM-based attention encoder-decoder struc-
ture [17] is used. d, s are the respective encoder, decoder hidden
states; a is the attention weight and c is the context vector:
d1:P = BLSTM(lt1:P ) sq = LSTM(sq−1, n
t
q, cq)




p(ntq|nt<q, lt1:P ) = softmax(g(ntq−1, sq−1, cq))
Multi-style Without seeing disfluencies, the baseline GEC
tends to suffer significant degradation when operating on speech
transcriptions. To take into account disfluencies, the native
speech-text pairs {ns1:M → nt1:Q} are directly blended together
with the learner-native text pairs {lt1:P → nt1:Q} to train the
multi-style model, and the model structure is kept as a vanilla
NMT. The idea of multi-style training is borrowed from mul-
tilingual NMT enabling zero-shot translation [18], where the
unseen task benefited from interlingua representation through
diversifying the source and target domains. Although data
blending allows GEC to be trained on disfluencies, the multi-
style model neglects the sequential nature of {ls1:K → lt1:P →
nt1:Q}. The stand-alone structure is unable to separate DD and
GEC, and loses the interpretability to produce learner text lt1:P
as an intermediate output.
Cascade Unlike the implicit modeling of disfluency removal in
the multi-style model, the cascade model adopts an explicit DD
module trained on {ns1:M → nt1:Q} pairs, and connects it to
a text-based GEC trained on {lt1:P → nt1:Q}. Figure 1 shows
the model structures with two different DD configurations, both
using words to connect the DD and GEC modules. DD can be
modelled as a simple sequence tagging (seqt) task (Figure 1a):
d1:M = BLSTM(ns1:M ) p(rm|ns1:M ) = fd(dm)
where rm is a binary tag indicating whether word nsm is dis-
fluent. All words tagged as disfluencies will be removed from
downstream processing. An alternative sequence-to-sequence
(s2s) DD model is also considered (Figure 1b). It follows the
conventional NMT, and the translation process simply removes
disfluencies. The cascade structure allows partial in-domain
training, i.e. the training and evaluation domain of text-based
GEC module stays the same; whereas DD is expected to adapt
to learner speech despite being trained on native speech. With
the two modules being separately optimised, the training of text
GEC won’t be disrupted by the domain mismatch in DD, though
in evaluation, extra DD errors arising from domain mismatch
will propagate through and degrade text GEC.
End-to-end (E2E) In contrast with the cascade model, end-to-
end training simultaneously optimises for DD and GEC. E2E
training aims to mitigate error propagation by allowing gradi-
ents to flow through module connection (purple block in Fig-
ure 1) while keeping the sequential structure {ls → lt → nt}.
E2E models often require parallel data, however, the learner
speech-text pairs {ls → lt} are not available for training. The
comprise is to keep using native speech-text pairs {ns1:M →
nt1:Q} for DD, while piping learner text lt1:P through both DD






Applying DD on learner text lt1:P should lead to an approxi-
mately unchanged sequence l̂t1:P . It is hoped that by exposing
the DD module to learner written text, it generalises better to
non-native DD in evaluation. E2E can be used with both se-
quence tagging and seq2seq style DDs (Figure 1). When the
module connection is set as words, Gumbel softmax [19] is used
to allow gradient propagation through words. However, infor-
mation carried through one-best word is very restrictive, and
any error in prediction tends to cause large disruption to down-
stream GEC. To make the connection more flexible, it is possi-
ble to connect through embeddings when seq2seq style DD is
adopted. In an encoder-decoder framework, the attention mech-
anism aligns the encoded input sequence with the current de-
coder state, and generates a continuous hidden vector that is
analogous to an embedding. This embedding contains the com-
plete back history of the previous context, and gives a soft repre-
sentation of the current prediction. Such embedding connection
allows a much richer information flow between DD and GEC.
3. Improved Disfluency Detection
Text-based DD removes disfluencies from manual transcrip-
tions with high accuracy, and yet its performance significantly
degrades when operating on ASR transcriptions. To help mod-
erate disruption caused by ASR errors, additional acoustic in-
formation can be used. Previous work has looked at adding
hand-crafted acoustic cues to help improve DD [20], here filter
bank (FBK) features are used. FBK features often are thousands
of frames long. To match relevant segment to each word, acous-
tics needs to be aligned with word sequences, and two attention
mechanisms were considered for the alignment task.
Timestamps Traditional hybrid ASR produces transcriptions
as well as corresponding timestamps, specifying the start and
end point of each word. One simple way of extracting acoustic
features is to run a local attention mechanism over each word
period, masking out the rest of the sentence. Assuming input
acoustic features v1:T is decoded as y1:N using hybrid ASR:
ht = BLSTM(ht−1,v1:T )
cn = Att(yn,hn1:n2)
where ht is an acoustic-level hidden state, [n1, n2] is the times-
tamp for word yn.
LAS Listen, attend and spell [16] is an end-to-end speech recog-
niser framework. The encoder-decoder structure trains an at-
tention mechanism over acoustics, which effectively offers au-
tomatic alignment between acoustic features and word tokens.
The idea is to make use of the attention alignment trained with
LAS to extract relevant acoustics and combine with DD.







h01:T = BLSTM(v1:T ) j = 1, 2, 3
attend: cn = Att(sn,h31:T/8) sn = RNN(sn−1, yn−1, cn−1)
spell: p(yn|v1:T , y<n) = fa(sn, cn)
where each pyramid BLSTM (pBLSTM) layer reduces time res-
olution by a factor of 2, and a total of 3 layers reduces resolution
by 8. The attend an spell steps follow the standard RNN de-
coder structure. LAS-based attention does not require explicit
timestamps and has the flexibility to attend over a variable se-
quence length. Word error rate (WER) of LAS is often higher
than hybrid ASR, therefore the context vector cn used for DD is
generated under teacher forcing mode with the reference tran-
scription produced using hybrid ASR.
The extracted context vector cn is then concatenated with
word-level features, and further used for DD classification.
dn = [BLSTM(y1:N )n, cn]
p(rn|v1:T , y1:N ) = fd(dn)
4. Experimental setup
4.1. Corpora and Metrics
Switchboard [21] consists of approximately 260 hours of tele-
phone conversations of native English speakers. The Treebank-
3 corpus [22] provides Switchboard transcripts as well as dis-
fluency annotations. For DD training, the corpus is divided
into the standard DD train/dev/test sets [23]. For LAS and hy-
brid ASR training, the standard Switchboard-300 partition is
used excluding the DD dev and test sets. To extract acoustics
for DD training, the Treebank-3 transcriptions are aligned with
Switchboard-300 (Mississippi State transcriptions), and anno-
tations mapped. Alignment is done at the per speaker level due
to segmentation mismatch between the two corpora.
Cambridge Learner Corpus (CLC) [24] consists of written
examinations of candidates at different proficiency levels with
86 different mother tongues. Grammatical errors were carefully
annotated, through which reference sentences are generated and
used for GEC training. Spelling mistakes, punctuation and cap-
italisation were removed to make the written corpus consistent
with speech transcriptions.
NICT-JLE [25] is a publicly available non-native speech cor-
pus. It provides manual transcriptions of an English oral profi-
ciency interview involving Japanese English learners at A1-B2
levels on the CEFR scale [26]. NICT is annotated with disflu-
encies and grammatical errors, but the original audio recordings
are not released.
BULATS [27] is a proprietary spoken corpus derived from a
free speaking business English test consisting of prompted re-
sponses of up to 1 minute. The 225 learners are from 6 L1s and
have a even distribution across all speaking CEFR grades. BU-
LATS manual transcriptions are annotated with metadata, error
types and corrections. Some words are annotated as unknown
SWBD CLC NICT BLTS
Average Length 8 16 7 17
Average Disf. Length 1.8 - 2.4 1.9
Percentage Disf. 11.1 - 13.6 9.2 3.4 (disf.)5.8 (unk)
Table 1: corpora statistics
error, which leads to ambiguity in categorising grammatical er-
rors and disfluencies. Various statistics of each corpus are listed
in Table 1.
Following previous work, F1 score is used to evaluate DD.
M2 [28] and GLEU [29] scores are commonly used metrics
for GEC. M2 requires reference edits for scoring. It is difficult
to map reference edits from manual annotations to ASR out-
puts due to potential misalignment between manual and ASR
transcripts. GLEU only requires source and target sentences to
measure the n-gram edit statistics, and is therefore used here.
4.2. Models
Various models are trained using three main building blocks 1:
a sequence tagger, an encoder-decoder structure, and an LAS. A
200D word embedding is used across all models, which is ini-
tialised using GloVe [30] pretrained on Wikipedia+Gigaword5.
The sequence tagger is a 2-layer 300D BLSTM followed by
a binary classifier, and dropout is set at 0.5. In the encoder-
decoder structure, the encoder uses a 2-layer 200D BLSTM,
and the decoder is a 4-layer 200D LSTM. Decoding uses one
best predictions. GEC uses bilinear attention; and DD uses
monotonic [31] attention. The LAS model is implemented fol-
lowing [16]. Word-level targets are used and decoding is done
without rescoring since the focus is to achieve a reasonable at-
tention mechanism over acoustics. Acoustic features are 40-
dimensional filter banks. The acoustic encoder consists of a
1-layer BLSTM and a 3-layer pBLSTM, both are 256 dimen-
sional. This encoder was later used in acoustic-assisted DD
without further update. The decoder uses bilinear attention, fol-
lowed by a 4-layer 200D LSTM. Speaker level normalisation
and spec augmentation [32] are used. The LAS has a word er-
ror rate (WER) of 33.3% on the Switchboard split of Eval2000.
All models are trained using Adam optimiser [33] with a batch
size of 256, and a learning rate of 0.001 with gradient clipping.
Dropout is set at 0.2 if not specified.
Two ASR systems are built for Switchboard and BULATS.
Both use a TDNN-F model followed by a trigram lattice gener-
ation. Switchboard is rescored with a 4-gram language model,
and BULATS uses a succeeding word RNNLM [34] for rescor-
ing. The WER is 15.6% on Switchboard and 19.5% on BU-
LATS. Word-level timestamps are generated alongside ASR de-




DD, GEC performance of various model structures are listed in
Table 2. SWBD, CLC are from the respective training domain;
and NICT, BULATS are used for evaluation only. Compared
with the baseline, multi-style training degrades GEC on both
CLC and BULATS while improving NICT by 3.4 GLEU. On
NICT, higher F1 always leads to higher GLEU regardless of
model structures. Both observations suggest that disfluency re-
1https://github.com/EdieLu
moval largely impacts downstream GEC on NICT. As shown in
Table 1, NICT has a much higher percentage disfluency com-
pared to BULATS. This further confirms that NICT puts heavy
emphasis on disfluency detection, which potentially diminishes
the motivation in jointly improving DD and GEC. The follow-
ing discussion is therefore focused on BULATS.
Between the two cascade models, seq2seq DD performs
much worse than sequence tagging DD, and consequently de-
grades GEC. The nature of DD task requires only deletion, and
the seq2seq structure is inherently disadvantaged due to its flex-
ibility in substitution and insertion. However, between the two
E2E models with word connection, although seq2seq DD drops
F1 by 10.6 from sequence tagging, GEC gains back 1.1 GLEU.
It is mainly because sequence tagging DD cannot receive gra-
dients propagated back from GEC (once the binary decision is
made, the original word embedding is passed on to GEC, by-
passing the sequence tagger), and yet errors in DD propagate
downwards and degrade GEC. In comparison, seq2seq DD al-
lows gradients to flow back, and therefore resulted in higher
GLEU scores despite the disadvantage in a seq2seq structure.
The deficiency in using sequence tagging DD in an E2E frame-
work also explains why E2E training yielded a much lower
GLEU score than the cascade model, provided that the same
seqt-word configuration is adopted. One of the advantages of
E2E training is to allow the use of embedding connection. Re-
placing words with embeddings in E2E training largely boosts
GEC by 6.8 points, leaving a gap of 0.9 GLEU from the cas-
cade seqt-word model despite the huge disadvantage of 17.5
F1. This result confirms that by allowing a richer information
flow, embedding connection helps compensate the disadvantage
posed by seq2seq DD, and potentially enables the flexibility to
fix errors made at the DD stage.
Without any in-domain training, the cascade seqt-word
model performs the best. The baseline and multi-style models
lack the explicit modeling of disfluencies. E2E models suffer
from trade-off between DD and GEC objectives, yet the em-
bedding connection shows potential in mitigating error propa-
gation. Cascade structure offers strong regularisation against
domain mismatch, and yet it restricts the information passed
between two modules to be only words.
DD GEC
Model DD Conn SWBD NICT BLTS CLC NICT BLTS
Baseline - - - - - 65.33 44.58 48.95
Multi - - - - - 62.54 47.97 47.15
Cascade seqt word 81.87 63.96 53.94 64.13 52.27 51.36s2s word 75.51 53.54 44.63 58.21 48.58 47.70
E2E
seqt word 79.24 61.75 48.15 50.54 49.05 42.54
s2s word 76.37 47.44 37.56 55.00 47.72 43.65
s2s emb 75.40 46.74 37.13 63.22 46.43 50.47
Table 2: Base models in F1 and GLEU (Manual transcriptions)
5.2. Fine-tuning
With a small amount of annotated learner speech, it is possible
to run fine-tuning with 10-fold cross-validation. For each source
sentence, there are two levels of annotation, one being disflu-
ency tags, and the other being the target grammatically correct
fluent sentence. For learner speech, often it is more difficult to
tag each word with its error type than simply generating a flu-
ent target sentence. Therefore fine-tuning is carried out without
using reference disfluency tags.
Table 3 shows the fine-tuning results on BULATS. The
E2E model with s2s-emb structure outperforms the multi-style
model by 3.9, and the cascade s2s-word model by 0.6 GLEU.
Although trained end-to-end, the multi-style model is constraint
by the limited amount of parallel data due to lack of explicit DD
modeling. In comparison, E2E model provides a more struc-
tured end-to-end pipeline, which uses two separate attention
mechanisms, each focusing on DD and GEC tasks respectively.
When there is no reference disfluency tags provided, fine-tuning
on the cascade model is difficult since separate optimisation is
not possible without the intermediate target. The sub-optimal
solution is to use the base DD module to generate hypotheses
of fluent sentences, and only fine-tune GEC in the target do-
main. Various pre-processing tends to accumulate errors, and
therefore fine-tuning on the cascade model is much less effec-
tive. On the contrary, the E2E model can be easily adapted to
either scenarios by switching the DD objective on or off. E2E
model further allows the use of embedding connection, which
encapsulates the full back history of the DD decoder and the
richer information flow helps the model to swiftly adapt to the
target domain.
Model DD Conn Base Fine-tune
Multi - - 47.15 50.19
Cascade seqt word 51.36 53.45
E2E s2s emb 50.47 54.10
Table 3: BULATS in GLEU (Manual transcriptions)
5.3. Impact of acoustics
Table 4 compares DD performance on BULATS with addi-
tional acoustic information. Adding acoustic information con-
sistently improves F1 scores and consequently benefits GLEU
on both manual and ASR transcriptions. Local attention with
explicit timestamps does not perform as well as global atten-
tion trained with LAS. Timestamps tend to cut-off sharply at
the word boundaries, whereas LAS attention is more flexible.
Acoustic features that are particularly informative to disfluency
detection often lie across word boundaries. On ASR transcrip-
tions, DD improves spoken GEC by 1.39 and adding LAS-based
attention gains another 0.45 GLEU. However, comparing across
performance on manual and ASR transcriptions, there is still a
huge gap of 20 GLEU caused by ASR errors.
DD GEC
Model DD Acous MAN ASR MAN ASR
Baseline - - - - 48.95 29.82
Cascade seqt
none 53.94 40.71 51.36 31.21
timestamp 56.43 42.50 51.54 31.35
LAS 57.41 43.98 51.88 31.66
Table 4: BULATS in F1, GLEU (Manual, ASR transcriptions)
6. Conclusions
This paper investigates different model structures for spoken
GEC, where little labelled data is available. Direct multi-style
training falls short with limited data. A cascaded pipeline ef-
fectively regulates speech transcriptions, yet it still suffers from
error propagation. A structured end-to-end model with embed-
ding connection provides a richer information flow as well as
the flexibility in domain adaptation. It is shown to be most
effective when fine-tuned on a small amount of parallel data.
Furthermore, incorporating acoustic information is shown to be
useful in improving spoken GEC performance.
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